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Abstract—In computer architecture, speculative execution is the process of executing instructions ahead of their normal schedule[1]. Grama et al.[2] introduce the concept of speculative decomposition as a possibility to execute one or more of possible branches in parallel with computation which are expected to determine the branch choice. The following paper introduces the method of speculative query execution in relational databases. Query queue can be seen as a line of sequential instructions and thus changing their order can result in some errors. Author introduce a middleware called the Speculative Layer which, based on a specific graph representation, executes some additional Speculative Queries. Results of those Speculative Queries can be used while executing queries from the queue providing a benefit which is a shorter response time. The paper describes the process of graph modelling for groups of queries in order to initiate speculative computations, metrics used to evaluate Speculative Queries and experimental results for a test database and a group of input queries.

I. INTRODUCTION

Origins of the speculative execution are the early works of branch prediction[3][4]. The sequential semantics imposes a certain order in which instructions should be loaded, decoded, executed and ended[5]. Code branches, usually dependent on some logical conditions, disturb the fluency of loading and executing, causing delays. As an attempt to prevent delays there were experiments to predict a branch direction and to execute an instruction or a group of instructions in advance.

In general, there are three types of Thread Level Speculations (TLS)[6]:

- Control Speculation – origins from branch prediction strategy. The assumptions could be made based on some static (e.g. op codes) or dynamic values [7][8].
- Data Dependence Speculation – If two instructions are fully independent, only then the parallel execution is possible. Before memory access instructions are executed, the addresses they refer to are often undetermined. To prevent data load from an address where store should be executed earlier, a certain secure mechanism should be introduced[8].
- Data Value Speculationis – is expected to prevent data dependency with the value prediction mechanisms which allow to propagate data values to succeeding instructions in advance.

II. RELATED WORK

There is already much research done around the world in adopting speculative execution in database computations. Polyzotis N. and Ioannidis Y[10], introduce speculation as a parallel, intelligent technique of query processing assistance. Exploiting idle time[11] of the system the application processes some asynchronous database manipulations which in case of success would be beneficial for the final query.

Barish G. and Knoblock C.A.[12][13] in order to overcome the limits imposed by binding patterns between data sources propose mechanisms of applying speculative execution for Information Gathering Plans. The general process of speculative execution involves issuing operations ahead of their normal schedule based on data (hints) received earlier in the plan.

Hristidis V. and Papakonstantinou Y[14] analyse speculative computations for ranked queries. Authors create a speculative version of a ranking algorithm which in case of a slower data source assumes speculatively that there are no tuples satisfying the preference function and thus can return top-N results faster but with some inaccuracies.

Reddy P., Kitsuregawa M.[15], Ragunathan T., Krishna R.P.[16][17] deal with speculative execution for transaction protocols in database systems. They introduce the speculative protocol (SL). With SL the waiting transaction is able to access locked data as soon as blocking transaction produces its images.

III. THE SPECULATIVE LAYER

An inspiration for this experiment is an idea of speculative execution briefly described in the previous section. Authors propose a speculative execution mechanism for relational databases executing SQL queries of accepted structure which are CQAC queries with additional IN and LIKE operators. What is important, an analysed database must show a specific data modification pattern.

A queue of queries awaiting for execution, called the input queries, presents an interesting analogy to the sequential order of instructions. The consecutive queries can, like sequential instructions, show some dependencies. On the other hand,
carefully identified similarities allow to use some of the results many times[18][19][20].

A model described above is implemented as an additional middleware between users and DBMS called the Speculative Layer, which dynamically supports execution of input queries. The Speculative Layer, based on precise Speculative Analysis, creates a subset of data in RAM called further a Speculative Window of Speculations. Based on those analysis, supported by a specific graph representation described in Sections IV and V, Manager assigns tasks to K Worker Threads.

All actions of the Speculative Layer are controlled by the main worker thread called the Manager. In each step N input queries are analysed. This group of input queries is called the Window of Speculations. Based on those analysis, supported by a specific graph representation described in Sections IV and V, Manager assigns tasks to K Worker Threads.

In particular Manager implements the following functions of the Speculative Layer:

1) System Start.
   All initial actions required for the first run of the Speculative Layer. In particular graph representations are created for N input queries from the Window of Speculation. Next, those representations are combined to create the Queries Multigraph ready for the Speculative Analysis.

2) Nonspeculative Query Execution.
   Process of executing the first input query from the Window of Speculation, called the Nonspeculative Query. If there are Executed Speculative Queries assigned to the Nonspeculative Query, then it must by modified so it would use those results. If there are more than one Executed Speculative Query assigned, then the choice which to use is based on the values of the defined metrics - Horizontal and Vertical Selectivity. Vertical Selectivity models the reduction of the number of columns while Horizontal Selectivity approximates of number of records returned by the Speculative Query.

3) Speculative Analysis.
   Process of the Queries Multigraph analysis which identifies speculation points and generates Awaiting Speculative Queries. The other result of the Speculative Analysis is a Speculative Queries Multigraph i.e. Queries Multigraph with additional speculative edges representing points and types of specifications.

4) Window of Speculation Move.
   After the Nonspeculative Query is executed and its results are returned to the user the Window of Speculations moves. It means that the representation of executed Nonspeculative Query in the Queries Multigraph is replaced by the representation of the next input query from the queue.

5) Speculative Query Execution.
   If there are idle Worker Threads then, if it is possible, they should be assigned available Speculative Queries from the Awaiting Speculative Queries List, according to the values of aforementioned metrics. The highest execution priority should have those queries which provide the highest potential reduction of records or/and can be used by the most of Input Queries.

6) Executed Speculative Query Assignment.
   After an Awaiting Speculative Query is executed and becomes an Executed Speculative Query, it has to be assigned to the specific Input Query/Queries from the Window of Speculations, which marks the possibility to use its results.

7) Speculative DB Refreshment.
   When the Speculative DB reaches its maximum size, it has to be reduced. The reduction process consists in removing the results of chosen Executed Speculative Queries based on its characteristics. First to remove are always those queries with the highest Vertical and Horizontal Selectivity and those which are used the least often.

IV. QUERY GRAPH

A. CQAC queries
   Each accepted CQAC query is represented by its Query Graph \(G_Q(V_Q, E_Q)\). Graph creation rules follow the example of [22][23] works, and are as follows. Each Query Graph Vertex is one of three types:

- Relation Vertex \((R_i)\) – one for each relation,
- Attribute Vertex \((A_{ij})\) – one for each attribute,
- Value Vertex \((\Omega) = \{Val_{i1}, Val_{i2}, \ldots, Val_{ik}\}\) – one for each value or set of values.

Each Query Graph Edge is one of the following types:

- Membership Edge – \(e_m : R_i \leftrightarrow A_{ij}\) – one between relation \(R_i\) and each of its attributes \(A_{ij}\) from SELECT clause,
- Predicate Edge – \(e_p : A_{ij} \rightarrow \{Val_{i1}, Val_{i2}, \ldots, Val_{ik}\}\) – one for each predicate of WHERE clause \(A_{ij} \theta Val_{ij}\), where \(\theta\) is one of accepted operators. \(\Omega\) is a single value or a set of values \((Val_{ij})\) or an attribute \((A_{ij})\) for JOIN condition.
- Selection Edge – \(e_s : R_i \leftrightarrow A_{ij}\) – one for each predicate of WHERE clause \(A_{ij} \theta Val\), where \(\theta\) is one of accepted operators. \(\Omega\) is a set of values \((Val_{ij})\) or an attribute \((A_{ij})\) for JOIN condition.

B. Embedded queries
   Each embedded query \(q_m\) is represented by its own query graph joined with its parent query \(Q\) graph in the following way – for each predicate \(A_{ij} \theta Val\) where \(A_{ij} \in (Q\ WHERE\ clause)\) and \(A_{ij} \in (q_m\ SELECT\ clause)\), there is a predicate edge between \(A_{ij}\) and \(A_{ij}^{mu}\).

C. Modifying queries
   Next to SELECT queries there are also modifying queries which are accepted by the Speculative Layer and thus need to have a proper graph representation. For each type of modifying query there is another edge type representing a possible change in the database state:
   - DELETE: \(e_D : R_i \leftrightarrow A_{ij}\) and \(e_D : A_{ij} \theta Val\) where \(\theta\) is one of accepted operators and \(\Omega\) is a set of values,
component query graphs edges: $G$, additional rules have to be defined. Such graph which represent three types of Speculative Queries: the results usage, there are three types of Speculative Edges. Based on different strategies of creating Speculative Queries. Based on the importance of some edge connections. Fig.1 presents the importance of some edge connections. Fig.1 presents the process of Speculative Analysis is expected to determine a set of Speculative Edges. Those edges represent different strategies of creating Speculative Queries. Based on the results usage, there are three types of Speculative Edges which represent three types of Speculative Queries:

- Speculative Parameter – those edges/queries relate to the presence of embedded queries. Due to separating an embedded query as a Speculative Query, it is possible to use its results as a parameter in a parent query. The Speculative Parameter Speculation is identified the moment the query with an embedded select enters the Window of Speculation. An embedded query as a whole is added to the head of the Awaiting Speculative Queries List ($Q_{PS}$). As a consequence those queries are always first to be executed by the Worker Thread.
- Speculative Data – the aim of those speculative queries is to obtain and save in the Speculative DB a specific subset of records or/and attributes of a relation. The main goal is to create this subset so as it could be used while executing as many input queries as possible.

V. QUERIES MULTIGRAPH

To represent a group of queries with one graph some additional rules have to be defined. Such graph $G_s(V_s, E_s)$ will be called the Queries Multigraph or QM. QM Vertices set is an union of Vertices of all component query graphs: $V_s = V_{q1} \cup V_{q2} \cup \ldots \cup V_{qn}$. QM Edges set is a multiset of all component query graphs edges: $E_s = E_{q1} + E_{q2} + \ldots + E_{qn}$. This way multiple edges of the same type are allowed. It is important for the Speculative Analysis process raising the importance of some edge connections. Fig.1 presents the Queries Multigraph representing three following component queries:

- SELECT $A_{3.3}, A_{2.6}, A_{2.7}$ FROM $R_2, R_3$ WHERE $A_{2.0} = A_{3.5}$ AND $A_{2.6} = C_2$
- SELECT $A_{2.6}, A_{2.8}$ FROM $R_2, R_3$ WHERE $A_{2.0} = A_{3.5}$ AND $R_2.A_{2.6} < C_3$
- SELECT $A_{3.3}$ FROM $R_3$ WHERE $R_3.A_{3.4}$ IN $(C_4, C_5)$

VI. TYPES OF SPECULATIVE QUERIES

The process of Speculative Analysis is expected to determine a set of Speculative Edges. Those edges represent different strategies of creating Speculative Queries. Based on the results usage, there are three types of Speculative Edges which represent three types of Speculative Queries:

- Speculative Data – the aim of those speculative queries is to obtain and save in the Speculative DB a specific subset of records or/and attributes of a relation. The main goal is to create this subset so as it could be used while executing as many input queries as possible.
- Speculative Parameter – those edges/queries relate to the presence of embedded queries. Due to separating an embedded query as a Speculative Query, it is possible to use its results as a parameter in a parent query. The Speculative Parameter Speculation is identified the moment the query with an embedded select enters the Window of Speculation. An embedded query as a whole is added to the head of the Awaiting Speculative Queries List ($Q_{PS}$). As a consequence those queries are always first to be executed by the Worker Thread.
- Speculative State – those edges/queries relate to the presence of modifying queries. If there is a modifying query in the Window of Speculation then both Executed and Awaiting Speculative Queries are in danger of processing invalid data. Speculative State edges are referring to the modifying queries represented by $e_\theta, e_\eta, e_\upsilon$ edges. If a modifying query has a number K in an input queries queue, then all succeeding queries (K+) are in danger of processing invalid data.

The Fig. 2 presents an example of Queries Multigraph with Speculative Data and Speculative State edges.

VII. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The Speculative Layer was implemented with C++ and Visual Studio 2013 with Pthread library and SQLite 3.8.11.1. Experimental results were obtained in Windows 8.1 64b with Intel Core i7-3930K and 8GB RAM.

A. Test Database and Test Input Queries

The Database used for experiments was generated with the TPC[21] data and structure generator. It consists of 8 relations storing 1GB data. It represents 150 000 orders from 150 000 customers which include chosen from 200 000 products delivered by 10 000 suppliers. Such database is a fine example of a medium sized Internet store. Eight SQL Query Templates were prepared and used to generate a set of Input Queries executed with the Speculative Layer.

B. Window of Speculation Size and the Number of Speculative Threads

At the beginning the series of experiments were conducted to determine the size of Window of Speculation and the number of Speculative Threads for which the experiments would continue. The size of the Window of Speculation stands for the number of input queries represented by the Query Multigraph and thus it determines the number of generated Awaiting Speculative Queries. Fig.3 presents how the Size of Window of Speculation affects the number of generated Awaiting Speculative Queries.

The number of executed Speculative Queries depends on the number of active Speculative Threads and not on the size of the Window of Speculation itself. In the Fig.4, two series of data are presented. First one, marked with black squares, presents the number of Executed Speculative Queries for the number of active Speculative Threads. The second one, marked with
The figure shows the relationship between the number of generated Awaiting Speculative Queries and the Window of Speculation Size. As the size increases, the number of generated Awaiting Speculative Queries also increases almost linearly.

The second graph presents the number of executed and used Speculative Queries. The number of executed Speculative Queries increases with the number of active Speculative Threads, while the number of used Speculative Queries decreases as more threads are initiated.

Based on the observations, it was decided to further improve the execution time by initiating the first Speculative Thread. The experiment was carried for the Window of Speculation Size = 5, and it appears that the highest execution time reduction was obtained by initiating the first Speculative Thread (up to 55% execution time reduction).

The further improvement, up to 20%, brings the second active Speculative Thread. Activating more than two Speculative Threads doesn’t affect the Average Execution Time.

Figure 6 presents execution times of input queries for Template 6, with the Window of Speculation Size = 5 and 2 active Speculative Worker threads. In the picture, there are two additional lines presented showing the average execution time with (green line) and without (red line) speculative execution. The remaining two groups are input queries which were able to use the results of Executed Speculative Queries, however, the obtained execution times vary significantly. It turned out that the group with the lowest execution times had an opportunity to use results of the Speculative Query with the Horizontal Selectivity equal to 0.01. The rest of them had to use the results of Speculative Queries with the Horizontal Selectivity equal to 0.9 which are almost full copy of the original ORDERS relation.

Figure 7 presents how many Input Queries of each Template were executed using results of the Executed Speculative Query. It is expressed as a proportional dependency where each column stands for 100% of Input Queries of each Template. As you can see, Templates T3 and T4 are the least responsive.
to Speculation and thus the average execution time reduction of those templates (Fig.5) was also the lowest. The reason is that those queries has low occurrence density (10%) in the Input Query Set. As a consequence its multigraph vertices has low Selection Degrees and thus they are rarely chosen to be executed by Speculative Threads. What’s more, in both those Templates, T3 and T4, IN and LIKE operators are dominating. Those operators refer to the narrow subgroups of attribute values, making it especially difficult to generate Speculative Queries useful for more than one query from the Window of Speculation.

VIII. Conclusion
The following paper presents a model of Speculative Execution to support SQL query execution in relative databases. The Speculative Layer executing Speculative Queries is carefully described. In particular the details of an adopted query graph representation are presented. Experimental results obtained for the test database and a group of 1000 input queries are very promising. In case of Template 5, 100% of input queries were execute using the results of executed Speculative Query. Templates: 1, 2, 6 and 7 show around 75% and above execution with Speculative Query. All groups of queries show its execution time reduction: from 10%(Template 3) to 70%(Template 6). Further work should concentrate on the improvement of the number of input queries executed with the Speculative Query results (especially for Template 3 and 4). Worth consideration is also allowing more flexible structure of accepted queries and intensifying the number of modifying queries which would require more sophisticated speculation validation methods.
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